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Abstract
Inclusion of flexible fibers such as polypropylene and polyester is an effective method for soil improvement, as it

significantly enhances the soil strength and ductility. A proper constitutive model is essential for assessing the stability and

serviceability of fiber-reinforced slopes/foundations. A new method for constitutive modeling of fiber-reinforced sand

(FRS) is proposed. It assumes that the strain of FRS is dependent on the deformation of the sand skeleton only, while the

effective skeleton stress and effective skeleton void ratio, which should be used in describing the dilatancy, plastic

hardening and elastic stiffness of FRS, are affected by fiber inclusion. The effective skeleton stress is dependent on the

shear strain level, and the effective skeleton void ratio is affected by the fiber content and sample preparation method. A

critical state FRS model in the triaxial stress space is proposed using the concept of effective skeleton stress and void ratio.

Four parameters are introduced to characterize the effect of fiber inclusion on the mechanical behavior of sand, all of which

can be easily determined based on triaxial test data on FRS, without measuring the stress–strain relationship of individual

fibers. The model is validated by triaxial compression test results on four fiber-reinforced sands under loading conditions

with various confining pressures, densities and stress paths. Potential improvement in the model for incorporating fiber

orientation anisotropy is discussed.
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List of symbols
D Dilatancy relation

e, es Void ratio and effective skeleton void ratio

e0 Initial void ratio

f Yield function

G Elastic shear modulus

Gf , Gs Specific gravity of fiber and sand

H Hardening parameter for the yield function

K Elastic bulk modulus

L Loading index

Mc Critical state stress ratio in triaxial compression

p Mean effective stress

pf Mean effective stress contribution from fibers

q Deviator stress

pa Atmospheric pressure

pc Maximum fiber contribution to mean effective

skeleton stress

ps, qs Effective skeleton stress

wf Fiber content in weight

vv, vf , vs Volume of the void, fibers and sand particles

ea, er Axial strain and radial strain

eq Shear strain

ev Volumetric strain

eeq, e
e
v Elastic shear and volumetric strain

epq, e
p
v Plastic shear and volumetric strain

qf Volume fraction of fibers

m The Poisson’s ratio

ra, rr Effective axial and radial stress

w State parameter

gs, g Stress ratio& Zhiwei Gao
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1 Introduction

Inspired by observations of root reinforcement in soil

slopes [35], flexible fibers ranging from polypropylene,

polyester, glass fibers, steel fibers and biodegradable fibers

have been extensively studied for improving soil strength.

It is found that fiber inclusion is effective for enhancing the

shear strength and ductility of sand [9, 30, 36]. It is con-

sidered as a promising technique for soil improvement.

Indeed, some full-scale field trials and practical applica-

tions of fiber-reinforced soils have been reported [32].

Knowledge of the mechanics of FRS is essential for

implementing this technique in the field. Until now, most

of the research on FRS has focused on experimental testing

and shear strength modeling. For instance, many experi-

mental studies on FRS have been carried out

[5, 8, 17, 18, 26]. It is found that FRS is a complex com-

posite material, the mechanical behavior of which is

affected by many factors, including the properties of fibers

(e.g., aspect ratio, length, stiffness and tensile strength),

properties of host sand (particle size and friction between

sand and fibers) and sample preparation method. Based on

these studies, some theoretical development on the failure

of FRS has been made [12, 19, 27]. But there are only a

few attempts on modeling the full stress–strain relationship

of FRS before failure, which is of great importance for

assessing the deformation of a fiber-reinforced

slope/foundation.

di Prisco and Nova [6] were among the first to develop a

constitutive model for soil reinforced by fibers using a

composite approach. This model gives reasonable predic-

tion of soil failure but poor simulation of dilatancy and

plastic hardening. Ding and Hargrove [10] have derived a

nonlinear elastic stress–strain relationship for FRS based

on nonlinear elastic stress–strain relationship for soil and a

linear elastic stress–strain relationship for fibers. Babu

et al. [3] used the finite element method to simulate the

stress–strain relationship FRS in triaxial compression

wherein the soil–fiber interaction and fiber orientation are

considered. Though good simulation for the shear stress

and strain relationship has been shown, the capability of

this method in modeling the volume change of FRS has not

been verified. Ibraim and Maeda [16] have also used two-

dimensional distinct element modeling to investigate the

micromechanical aspects of the interaction between sand

particles and fibers. Diambra et al. [8] were the first to

develop a constitutive model for FRS which can satisfac-

torily describe the stress–strain relationship in triaxial

compression and extension. The constitutive relation is

derived based on the interaction between sand and fibers,

and therefore, it can explain the micromechanical mecha-

nism of the FRS behavior [8, 17, 18]. Extra tests on the

stress–strain relationship of individual fibers need to be

done to get some of the model parameters. For practical

applications, however, it is better to have a model that uses

parameters which can all be readily determined based on

laboratory tests on the soils only (e.g., triaxial compression

tests).

This paper presents a new method for constitutive

modeling of FRS, which does not require the measurement

of the stress–strain relation of fibers. Based on this, a

simple constitutive model for FRS in the triaxial stress

space is proposed within the framework of a sand model

with state-dependent dilatancy [20, 21]. Four parameters

are introduced to characterize the effect of fiber inclusion

on sand behavior, which can all be determined based on the

triaxial compression test data of FRS. This paper focuses

on the soil response in triaxial compression, and therefore,

two stress quantities including the mean effective stress p

[¼ ra þ 2rrð Þ=3] and deviatoric stress q (¼ ra � rr) will
be used, where ra is the axial stress and rr is the radial

stress. All the stress quantities used are effective. For FRS

with cross-anisotropic fiber orientation, which is com-

monly seen in the laboratory and the field [8, 26], the tri-

axial compression in this study refers to the one wherein

the major principal stress direction is perpendicular to the

preferred fiber orientation plane.

2 The constitutive modeling method
and assumptions

2.1 Model assumptions

FRS is a composite material with sand particles, fibers with

anisotropic orientation and pore water. Composite

approaches have thus been routinely used in modeling the

mechanical behavior of such soils [8, 11, 14, 15, 26]. An

alternative method is proposed here. It is assumed that the

strain of a FRS element is dependent on the deformation of

the sand skeleton only, while the fiber inclusion has effect

on the effective skeleton stress (ps and qs) and effective

skeleton void ratio (es), which should be used in modeling

the dilatancy relation, plastic hardening and elastic moduli

of FRS (Fig. 1).

This method focuses on the global stress–strain relation

of FRS but does not directly consider the interaction of

sand and fibers at the microscale. Typically, fiber charac-

teristics which should be considered in constitutive include

the content of fibers, aspect ratio, interface properties

(usually the friction between sand and fibers) and the

length of fibers in relation to the grain size of the sand.

These characteristics are not explicitly embedded in the

model. Therefore, some of the model parameters for FRS

have to be changed when these characteristics change.
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It is important to realize that the fiber orientation in FRS

is cross-anisotropic due to compaction, which makes the

effect of fiber reinforcement (e.g., increase in shear

strength) dependent on the direction of loading [8, 26]. But

the current model does not account for this. This study only

focuses on the behavior of FRS in triaxial compression

wherein the major principal stress direction is perpendic-

ular to the preferred fiber orientation plane.

2.2 Effective skeleton stress ps and qs

The expression for ps and qs is defined based on the failure

characteristics of FRS. It should be emphasized that this

definition is not intended to give accurate description of the

stress in fibers and its effect on the stress state of sand

skeleton, but for the purpose of modeling the overall

stress–strain relation of FRS. In some cases, failure of FRS

cannot be observed in a laboratory test [24–26] and the

parameters for the expression of ps have to be defined using

an alternative way. This will be discussed in the model

validation part.

It is shown by Gao and Zhao [12] that the failure of FRS

in triaxial compression can be expressed as

q ¼ Mc pþ pcð Þ ð1Þ

with

pc ¼ cpa 1� exp �jp=pað Þ½ � ð2Þ

where Mc is the critical state stress ratio (q=p) for sand; pa
(= 101 kPa) is the atmospheric pressure; c and j are two

model parameters. It is found that c varies with the fiber

content and fiber aspect ratio, while j is insensitive to such

factors [12]. A micromechanical approach can be used to

derive the general expression for c which can account for

various factors like fiber content, fiber properties and

sample preparation method [19], which will not be pursued

here. Therefore, different c values will be used for the FRS

(same sand and fiber properties) with different fiber

content.

Equations (1) and (2) indicate that, at the failure state,

the mean effective stress the sand skeleton ‘feels’ is pþ pc,

which is greater than p. This makes the shear strength of

FRS higher than that of host sand. One can thus use the

following ps and qs to describe the failure of FRS:

ps ¼ pþ pc ð3Þ
qs ¼ q ð4Þ

which renders qs ¼ Mcp
s at failure. But the sand skeleton

does not always ‘feel’ such an increase in the mean

effective stress. When there is no deformation of the FRS

sample, the fibers are not stretched and do not add rein-

forcement to the sand skeleton. Experimental evidence

shows that the reinforcement effect increases with the

strain of FRS and finally reaches the maximum at the

failure state when the fibers yield or pull out

[5, 8, 9, 26, 30, 32, 36]. Based on such observations, the

following expression of ps is used to account for the effect

of strain level on fiber reinforcement, with qs being

expressed as Eq. (4):

ps ¼ pþ pf ð5Þ

where pf is a strain-level-dependent variable. pf is assumed

to vary from 0 at eq ¼ 0 to pc at sufficiently large eq, where
eq [¼ 2 ea � erð Þ=3] is the deviatoric strain, with ea and er
being the axial and radial strain, respectively. Evolution of

pf with eq is modeled using the following equation:

dpf ¼ l
pc � pf
1þ e

ffiffiffiffiffi

p

pa

r

deq ð6Þ

where l is a model parameter and e is the void ratio. Based

on experimental observations, the terms 1þ e and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

p=pa
p

in Eq. (6) are used to make the evolution of pf with eq
faster (fiber reinforcement effect develops faster with eq)
when the soil is denser and p is higher [8, 33]. In

Fig. 1 Illustration of variables used for constitutive modeling
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calculating e for FRS, the fibers are considered as part of

the solid phase with

e ¼ vv= vf þ vsð Þ ð7Þ

where vv, vf and vs represent the volume of void, fibers and

sand particles, respectively [24]. It should be pointed out

that pf also changes with the volumetric strain ev of the

FRS, as some fibers can still be subjected to tension when

dev\0 (fibers add reinforcement to the soil when they are

extended), even though deq ¼ 0. But this is neglected for

the sake of simplicity. It will be shown in the model val-

idation section that this assumption is sufficient for mod-

eling the fiber reinforcement effect to soil strength.

2.3 Effective skeleton void ratio es

In most cases, a very small amount of fibers is used in FRS

and the volume of fibers has negligible influence on the

global void ratio e [9, 17, 18]. But the fibers do affect the

internal structure of the sand skeleton [8, 17, 18]. Conse-

quently, the sand skeleton ‘feels’ that its effective void

ratio es (the void ratio which affects its mechanical

response like dilatancy, plastic hardening and elastic

stiffness) is different from e. Diambra et al. [8] have used

the concept of ‘stolen void ratio’ to describe such an effect.

Following their work, a simple relation between es and e is

assumed as follows:

es ¼ 1þ xqfð Þe ð8Þ

where x is a material constant, qf ¼ vf=vs with vf and vs
being the volume of fibers and dry sand, respectively. A

positive x indicates that es [ e, while a negative x gives

es\e. It is found that x\0 when FRS samples are obtained

by adding fibers to a fixed volume of sands [8, 17, 18].

Positive x is observed when the FRS samples are prepared

by keeping the overall solid volume constant (fibers and

sand), such that fibers substitute sand in the FRS case [27].

qf can be expressed in terms of the fiber weight content wf

(ratio of fiber and dry sand weight) as below, which is more

frequently used in the existing literature:

qf ¼
vf
vs

¼ wfGsvs=Gf

vs
¼ wfGs

Gf

ð9Þ

where Gs and Gf denote the specific gravities of sand and

fibers, respectively. The effect of x on modeling the dila-

tancy of FRS will be discussed in the subsequent section on

the constitutive model.

3 A simple constitutive model for FRS
in the triaxial stress space

A simple constitutive model for FRS will be presented for

FRS using the effective skeleton stress and void ratio in

this section. The host sand model is based on the work by

Li and Dafalias [20]. The yield function of the model is

expressed in terms of p and q, while the rest of the model

formulations, including plastic hardening law, dilatancy

relation and elastic moduli of FRS, are obtained based on

those for pure sand through replacing the quantities asso-

ciated with p, q and e with those associated with ps, qs and

es, respectively.

3.1 Yield function and plastic flow rule

The yield function of this model is [20]

f ¼ q=p� H ¼ 0 ð10Þ

where H is the hardening parameter whose evolution law

will be given in the subsequent section. The plastic flow

rule is

depq ¼ hLi and depv ¼ hLiD ð11Þ

where depq and depv are the plastic deviatoric and plastic

volumetric strain increment, respectively; L is the loading

index; h i are the Macaulay brackets such that hLi ¼ L for

L[ 0 and hLi ¼ 0 for L� 0; D is the dilatancy relation

expressed as

D ¼ depv
depq

: ð12Þ

3.2 Dilatancy relation and hardening law

The dilatancy relation for FRS is expressed as [20]

D ¼ d Mce
mws � gs

� �

ð13Þ

where d and m are two model parameters; gs (¼ qs=ps) is

the effective skeleton stress ratio; ws (¼ es � esc) is the state

parameter for FRS [4], with esc being the critical state void

ratio corresponding to the current ps: The critical state line

in the es � ps plane is given by [22]

esc ¼ eC � kc ps=pað Þn ð14Þ

where eC, kc and n are three material constants. For pure

sand, the state parameter is w ¼ e� ec, where

ec ¼ eC � kc p=pað Þn.
The following hardening law (evolution of H) for FRS is

used:
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dH ¼ hLirH ¼ hLiG 1� fesð Þ
psgs

Mce
�nws � gs

� �

ð15Þ

where f and n are two model parameters and G is the

elastic shear modulus. The features of Eqs. (12) and (14)

for pure sand have been discussed extensively in the

existing literature [13, 20, 21], and therefore, they will not

be elaborated here. There will be discussion on how

Eqs. (13) and (15) describe the dilatancy and plastic

hardening of FRS toward the end of this section.

3.3 Elastic stress–strain relationship

The following empirical pressure-sensitive elastic moduli

are employed for this model [29]:

G ¼ G0

2:97� esð Þ2

1þ es
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pspa
p

andK ¼ G
2 1þ mð Þ
3 1� 2mð Þ ð16Þ

where K is the elastic bulk modulus, G0 is a material

constant and m is the Poisson’s ratio, which is considered as

a material constant independent of pressure, density and

fiber inclusion. In conjunction with Eq. (16), the following

hypoelastic stress–strain relationship is assumed for cal-

culating the incrementally reversible deviatoric and volu-

metric strain increments deeq and deev:

deeq ¼
dq

3G
and deev ¼

dp

K
ð17Þ

Equation (16) may not be able to give accurate prediction

for the elastic stiffness of FRS observed in laboratory tests

[31]. But the present model is focusing on the soil response

at a relatively large strain level, where the plastic strain is

much bigger than the elastic.

It is evident that the model formulations in Eqs. (13)–

(17) can be recovered to those for pure sand where there is

no fiber inclusion with ps ¼ p, qs ¼ q and es ¼ e.

3.4 The constitutive equation

Based on the condition of consistency for the yield function

[Eq. (10)], flow rule [Eq. (11) and elastic stress–strain

relationship (Eq. (17)], one can get the expression for L as

follows:

L ¼ 3Gdeq � Kgdev
prH þ 3G� KgD

ð18Þ

The complete constitutive equation of this model is [20]

dq

dp

� �

¼
3G 0

0 K

� �

� h Lð Þ
prH þ 3G� KgD

�

9G2 �3KGg

3KGD �K2gD

� ��

deq
dev

� �
ð19Þ

where h Lð Þ is the Heaviside function with h Lð Þ ¼ 1 for

L[ 0 and h Lð Þ ¼ 0 otherwise.

3.5 Effect of fiber inclusion on sand dilatancy

Diambra et al. [8] were among the first to carry out com-

prehensive experimental and theoretical investigations on

the dilatancy of FRS. Their work shows that fibers ‘steal’

the void space of the sand skeleton, which makes the

skeleton ‘feel’ that its void ratio is smaller than the global

void ratio e. Consequently, an FRS sample shows more

dilative response than a pure sand sample with similar void

ratio under the same loading condition. However, some test

results show the opposite trend [1, 24–27]. The model

proposed here can describe the behavior of FRS with larger

or lesser dilatancy compared to sand alone, which is

described as shown in Fig. 2. The FRS and sand samples

are assumed to have the same e and the same stress state (p

and q). When x� 0, es � e [Eq. (8)], making ws [w as

ps [ p (e.g., the red dot with es1 in Fig. 2). In addition,

gs\g ¼ q
p

� �

(Fig. 2), one can easily get Ds\DFRS based on

the dilatancy equations shown in Fig. 2, which means more

contractive response for FRS. This has indeed been

observed in some laboratory tests [1]. When x\0, one has

es\e but the difference between ws and w will be

Fig. 2 Effect of x on modeling the dilatancy of FRS
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dependent on both x and ps � p (e.g., the blue dot with es2

in Fig. 2). Since gs\g is always true, DFRS\Ds (more

dilative response for FRS) can be achieved only when x is

sufficiently big, which can be seen in Fig. 3 and the model

validation for fiber-reinforced Osorio sand and fiber-rein-

forced Hostun RF (S28) sand.

Figure 3 shows the effect of x on the stress–strain

relationship of FRS in drained triaxial compression. Dif-

ferent x values are used for FRS and the remaining

parameters are the same as those for fiber-reinforced

Hostun sand shown in Table 1. It is evident that the model

gives more contractive response for FRS when x� 0.

Negative x does not always mean a more dilative response

for FRS because of pf . A more dilative response for FRS is

only observed at a sufficiently large negative x value (e.g.,

when x ¼ �5). In Fig. 3 and the other figures below, e0
denotes the initial void ratio of sand or FRS at the begin-

ning of triaxial compression (or after consolidation).

3.6 Effect of fiber inclusion on plastic hardening
of sand

Equation (15) gives a ‘virtual’ peak stress ratio for FRS

(expressed in terms of p and q) M
p
f ¼ Mce

�nws

1þ pf=pð Þ
attainable at the current state. Mp

f is obtained as the stress

ratio (q=p) which makes rH ¼ 0 [Eq. (15)]. For a pure sand

sample with the same e and the same stress state (p and q),

the ‘virtual’ peak stress ratio is Mp
s ¼ Mce

�nw [20]. Fig-

ure 4 shows the evolution of the two ‘virtual’ peak stress

ratios and rH [Eq. (15)] for both sand and FRS in a drained

triaxial compression test. The parameters for fiber-rein-

forced Hostun sand (Table 1) are used for the simulations.

It can be seen that Mp
f is initially smaller than Mp

s but

gradually becomes much bigger than Mp
s , which enables

the model to capture the higher shear strength of FRS

(Fig. 4a, c). At the critical state, Mp
s ¼ Mc and

Mp
f ¼ Mc 1þ pc=pð Þ, where pc is expressed by Eq. (2). The

rH value is bigger for FRS throughout the test, indicating

higher shear stiffness for FRS. But the difference in rH for

sand and FRS is very small at the initial loading stage

(ea\2%), which makes the predicted ea � q relationships

for sand and FRS very close within this strain range

(Fig. 4c, d). This is indeed in agreement with the experi-

mental observations as well, which can be seen in the

model validation section. At the critical state, rH ¼ 0 for

both sand and FRS. Negative rH before the critical state for

sand is the reason for strain softening response predicted in

Fig. 4c.

4 Model validation

4.1 Determination of model parameters

There are 14 parameters for this model, 10 of which are for

the host sand. Determination of the parameters for host

sand has been discussed in various previous papers and will

not be elaborated further [13, 20, 21]. The four parameters

for characterizing the fiber reinforcement can all be

determined based on the test results in triaxial compression,

which will be demonstrated using the results of tests on

Hostun sand carried out at the University of Glasgow:

(a) c and j: The failure condition of FRS predicted by

this model in triaxial compression is approximately

expressed by Eq. (1). Thus, c and j can be

determined based on the failure stress states in

triaxial compression, as discussed in [12]. For

instance, the parameters c and j for fiber-reinforced

Hostun sand are determined using the failure stress

states for all the tests (Fig. 5). Note that different c

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Effect of the parameter x on the simulated stress–strain

relationship for FRS in a drained triaxial compression test: a the

ea � q relationship, b the ea � ev relationship
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4 Evolution of the a ‘virtual’ peak stress ratios and b rH and the effect on the stress–strain relationship of FRS in a drained triaxial

compression test: c the ea � q relationship, d the ea � ev relationship

Table 1 Model parameters

Parameters Hostun sand JH sand Osorio sand Hostun RF (S28) sand

Sand

G0 135 135 120 80

m 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.05

Mc 1.17 1.42 1.16 1.4

eC 0.92 0.85 0.8 0.97

kc 0.021 0.02 0.012 0.021

n 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

n 3.0 0.8 2.0 0.4

f 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3

d 0.87 0.85 0.3 0.86

m 0.5 3.6 2.0 0.5

FRS

c 2.65 (wf = 0.25%)

3.8 (wf = 0.5%)

0.5 (wf = 2%)

1.3 (wf = 6%)

6.0 1.6 (wf = 0.3%)

2.6 (wf = 0.6%)

j 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.0

l 8.5 9.2 7.2 6.0

x 1.2 0.062 - 3.0 - 5.3
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value is used for FRS with different fiber content.

When obvious failure of FRS is not observed, an

alternative way needs to be used to determine c and j
(see the case for Hostun RF (S28) sand in the

following section).

(b) l: Once c and j are determined, a preliminary value

for l can be obtained by best fitting the eq � q

relationship of FRS with x ¼ 0. This is because the

eq � q relationship is mainly affected by l with fixed

c and j, and the eq � ev relationship is less sensitive

to l (Fig. 6).

(c) x: Finally, x can be determined through best fitting

the eq eað Þ � ev relationship of FRS. Note that the

preliminary l may have to be tuned to get the best

model simulations, as x has influence on the eq eað Þ �
q relationship as well (Fig. 3). Only a small adjust-

ment to l is need if xj j is close to 1, which can be

seen in the simulations shown in Fig. 3. It is

recommended that two tests for FRS should be used

for determining l and x.

The test results for four fiber-reinforced sands are used in

the model validation, including polypropylene-fiber-rein-

forced Hostun sand, polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Osorio

sand [5, 33], a coarse, poorly graded sand (called JH sand

to facilitate the discussion in this paper) reinforced by steel

fibers [24, 27] and polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun

RF (S28) sand [7]. The model parameters for these sands

are listed in Table 1. The test results which are used for the

parameter determination will be given in the discussion on

each soil below.

4.2 Polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun sand

Several drained triaxial compression tests have been car-

ried out on fiber-reinforced Hostun sand at the University

of Glasgow. Hostun sand is a fine-grained and uniformly

graded sand with sub-angular to angular particles. The

mean particle diameter D50 is 0.33 mm, and the uniformity

coefficient Cu is 1.4. The specific gravity Gs is 2.64. The

maximum and minimum void ratios, emax and emin, are 1.0

and 0.66, respectively [2]. Polypropylene fibers with a

specific gravity Gf = 0.91 are used. The length l and

diameter of the fibers Df are 35 mm and 0.088 mm,

respectively. FRS with wf ¼ 0:25% and wf ¼ 0:5% was

tested. Enlarged and lubricated end platens with a diameter

of 50 mm were used. The sample diameter and height were

40 mm and 80 mm, respectively. The samples were pre-

pared by moist tamping. Because of the magnitude of the

strain reached, natural (true) strains en calculated from the

measured linear strains el are used for both the axial strain

ea and volumetric strain ev.
The parameters c and j are determined using all the test

data (Fig. 5), while l and x are determined based on the

test results with r3 ¼ 300kPa (Fig. 7). Figures 7, 8 and 9

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Effect of the parameter l on the simulated stress–strain

relationship for FRS in a drained triaxial compression test: a the

ea � q relationship, b the ea � ev relationship

Fig. 5 Parameters c and j for polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun

sand
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show the model predictions (curves) for the test data (dots)

with r3 = 300 kPa, 200 kPa and 100 kPa, respectively.

The parameter x is found to be positive for this soil, indi-

cating that the FRS ‘feels’ that its effective skeleton void

ratio es is greater than e. This is because the FRS samples

are prepared to have similar void ratio with that of pure

sand. Generally, the model gives satisfactory prediction for

the ea � q and ea � ev relationships. But the strain softening
toward the end of the tests with wf ¼ 0:25% has not been

captured. It is found that the sudden decrease in q in these

tests is caused by the development of clear shear bands in

the samples. Were the deformation to have remained uni-

form in the sample, there would not be such sudden

decrease in q. It is worth mentioning that in almost all

fiber-reinforced sands such a strain softening response is

not observed when wf � 0:3% [24]. It could thus be con-

cluded that, to avoid localized soil failure, the optimum wf

for FRS should be at least 0.3% for practical applications

[32].

4.3 Steel-fiber-reinforced JH sand

Drained triaxial compression tests on JH sand

(D50 = 0.89 mm, Cu = 1.52, Gs = 2.65, emin = 0.56, emax-

= 0.89) reinforced by steel fibers (Gf = 7.85,

Df = 0.64 mm, aspect ratio ar ¼ l=Df = 40) have been

reported [24, 27]. The sample preparation method is dis-

cussed in [27]. All the samples have an initial void ratio

e0 ¼ 0:66. There are insufficient data for getting the loca-

tion of the critical state line of JH sand in the e� p plane,

and therefore, kc and n are estimated based on the

parameters for Hostun sand, which are found to be very

similar for various sands [13]. Since all the pure sand

samples still show volumetric expansion toward the end of

the test, the parameter eC is estimated to be close to the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Model predictions for the stress–strain relationship of

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun sand in drained triaxial com-

pression tests with r3 = 300 kPa: a the ea � q relationship, b the

ea � ev relationship

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Model predictions for the stress–strain relationship of

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun sand in drained triaxial com-

pression tests with r3 = 200 kPa: a the ea � q relationship, b the

ea � ev relationship
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emax of this sand, which is similar to the case for Hostun

sand. The parameters of c and j are determined based on

the failure stress states reported in [24]. The rest of the

model parameters are determined using the test results

shown in Fig. 10 based on the procedure given at the

beginning of this section.

Comparison between the model predictions (curves) and

test data (dots) is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The predicted

ea � q relationships are in excellent agreement with the test

data. Satisfactory prediction for the ea � ev relationships is
also achieved, with the model mainly overestimating the

volumetric expansion for the test with r3 = 400 kPa and

wf = 2.0% (Fig. 11).

4.4 Polypropylene-reinforced Osorio sand

A series of drained triaxial compression tests on Osorio

sand (D50 = 0.16 mm, Cu = 2.1, Gs = 2.62, emin = 0.6,

emax = 0.9) reinforced by polypropylene fibers (Gf = 0.91,

Df = 0.023 mm, l = 24 mm) have been reported [5, 33].

The samples were prepared by moist tamping. The

parameters c and j are obtained based on the failure points

[5, 33]. The test data in Fig. 12 are used to determine all

the remaining parameters. Two drained triaxial tests with

different stress paths are shown in Fig. 13, one with con-

stant r3 (= 20 kPa) and the other with dq ¼ �3dp and

initial confining pressure r3i of 200 kPa [5]. In contrast to

the previous two sands, this sand has a negative x, which is

similar to the tests reported in [9].

The model prediction is in good agreement with the test

data in Fig. 12. But it is evident that there is obvious dis-

crepancy between the test data and model prediction on soil

dilatancy in Fig. 13b. This could be because the model

itself needs to be improved to get better predictions, such

as the evolution of pf and expression for es. Meanwhile, it

is noticed that the tests in Figs. 12 and 13 were done by

different researchers. Though they followed the same test

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Model predictions for the stress–strain relationship of

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun sand in drained triaxial com-

pression tests with r3 = 100 kPa: a the ea � q relationship, b the

ea � ev relationship

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Comparison between the drained triaxial compression test

results and model predictions for steel-fiber-reinforced JH sand with

wf ¼ 6:0% and ar = 40 (data from [27]): a the ea � q relationship, b
the ea � ev relationship
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procedure, their samples might have slightly different

internal structure which had influence on the mechanical

behavior. Indeed, it is found by Ibraim et al. [18] that the

internal structure of FRS, particularly the distribution of

fibers, has profound effect on the soil dilatancy (ea � ev
relationship). Therefore, better model predictions could be

achieved by accounting for the effect of fiber distribution in

FRS [23, 28, 34].

4.5 Polypropylene-reinforced Hostun RF (S28)
sand

Both drained and undrained triaxial compression tests on

Hostun RF (S28) sand (D50 = 0.38 mm, Cu = 1.9, Gs-

= 2.65, emin = 0.648, emax = 1.041) reinforced by Lok-

sandTM fibers (Gf = 0.91, Df = 0.1 mm, l = 35 mm) have

been reported in [7]. The parameters for pure sand are

determined using all the test results on sand (Figs. 14, 15,

16, 17 and 18). The fiber-reinforced samples are found to

show strain hardening even at the end of the test with large

axial strain level and no failure is observed, making it

difficult to get c and j for this soil from the test data

directly. Therefore, an alternative method has been used in

determining the model parameters associated with fibers.

j ¼ 1:0 is assumed first. Compared to the other three FRS

samples, the maximum fiber reinforcement for this FRS is

expected to be reached at a much higher axial strain level

(ea [ 40%), a smaller l ¼ 6:0ð Þ is assumed. Because

smaller l makes the evolution rate of pf lower and the

maximum fiber reinforcement to be reached at a higher

shear strain level. c is then determined by best fitting the

ea � q relationship in Figs. 14 (drained tests) and 17

(undrained triaxial compression tests). Finally, x is deter-

mined based on the ea � ev relationship in Fig. 14.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Comparison between the drained triaxial compression test

results and model predictions for steel-fiber-reinforced JH sand with

wf = 2.0% and ar = 40 (data from [24]): a the ea � q relationship, b
the ea � ev relationship

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 Model predictions for the stress–strain relationship of

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Osorio sand in drained triaxial com-

pression tests with r3 = 100 kPa (data from [33]): a the ea � q
relationship, b the ea � ev relationship
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The model predictions (curves) for the tests (dots) are

shown in Figs. 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18, which include tests

with different initial void ration and confining pressure. In

general, the model prediction gives reasonable prediction

of the soil response, but it can be further improved in the

following aspects. First, the model does not give a good

prediction for the bilinear shape of the ea � q relationship

in drained tests on loose and medium dense samples

(Figs. 14 and 15). For the dense sand case (Fig. 16), the

predicted ea � q relationship is in better agreement with the

test results, as its shape is not bilinear but closer to that for

the other fiber-reinforced sands. This could be due to that

the development of fiber reinforcement, which is described

by the evolution of pf of the model [Eq. (6)], does not work

very well for the tests in Figs. 14 and 15. Improved model

predictions can be achieved by using a different evolution

law for pf . Secondly, the model does not capture the ea � ev

relationship well in Fig. 16. This is partly due to that the

model prediction for pure sand is not satisfactory, as the

parameters for pure sand are obtained to get the optimum

prediction for all the tests rather than a single one.

In proposing a better formulation for the evolution of pf ,

it is crucial to consider the effect of induced anisotropy (or

increased anisotropy in fiber orientation), particularly when

the fiber content is relatively large [26]. This is because of

the substantial rotation of the fibers at large strain, which

makes the fibers less and less inclined to the horizontal

direction. The induced anisotropy can cause an inflection

point in the measured ea � ev curve (Figs. 14, 15). Detailed
discussion on this issue can be found in Michalowski and

Čermák [26].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 Model predictions for the stress–strain relationship of

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Osorio sand in drained triaxial com-

pression tests with different stress paths (data from [5]): a the ea � q
relationship, b the ea � ev relationship

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14 Comparison between model prediction and test data on

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun RF (S28) sand (loose sand) in

drained triaxial compression (data from [7]): a the ea � q relationship,

b the ea � ev relationship
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5 Conclusion

A new method for constitutive modeling of FRS is devel-

oped. It is based on the assumption that the strain of FRS is

dependent on the deformation of the sand skeleton, while

the effective skeleton stress and effective skeleton void

ratio, which should be used in modeling the dilatancy

relation, plastic hardening and elastic stress–strain rela-

tionship of FRS, are affected by fiber inclusion. The

effective skeleton stress evolves with the shear strain, and

the effective skeleton void ratio is dependent on the fiber

content and sample preparation method.

A critical state model for FRS in the triaxial stress space

is proposed using the concept of effective skeleton stress

and void ratio. Four new parameters are introduced to

characterize the fiber inclusion on the mechanical behavior

of sand. All of them can be easily determined based on the

triaxial test data on FRS, without measuring the stress–

strain relationship of individual fibers. The model has been

used to predict the stress–strain relationship of four fiber-

reinforced sands (35 tests in total) in triaxial compression

tests under different stress paths. Satisfactory agreement

between the test data and model prediction has been

observed.

The major objective of this work is to study how to

model the mechanical behavior of FRS using the concept

of effective skeleton stress and void ratio, rather than to

develop a fully fledged constitutive model. Future work

will be done to make more improvements to the constitu-

tive model:

(a) The parameter c has to be specified for FRS with

different fiber contents. Micromechanical analysis

can be done to give a general expression for c, which

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15 Comparison between model prediction and test data on

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun RF (S28) sand (medium dense

sand) in drained triaxial compression (data from [7]): a the ea � q
relationship, b the ea � ev relationship

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16 Comparison between model prediction and test data on

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun RF (S28) sand (dense sand) in

drained triaxial compression (data from [7]): a the ea � q relationship,

b the ea � ev relationship
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can account for the property of fibers and sand

[26, 27].

(b) The evolution law for pf needs to be improved for

some FRS (e.g., the fiber-reinforced Hostun RF

(S28) sand in this study) through considering the

induced anisotropy associated with fiber rotation

[26].

(c) It is important to realize that the fiber orientation in

FRS is highly anisotropic, which makes the mechan-

ical behavior of FRS dependent on the loading (or

strain increment) direction [24–26]. Such effect is

not accounted for in the present model. But the

model can be readily extended to account for multi-

axial loading and fiber orientation anisotropy [11].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 17 Comparison between model prediction and test data on

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun RF (S28) sand in undrained

triaxial compression with r3 = 200 kPa (data from [17]): a the ea � q
relationship, b the effective stress path

(a)

(b)

Fig. 18 Comparison between model prediction and test data on

polypropylene-fiber-reinforced Hostun RF (S28) sand in undrained

triaxial compression with r3 = 100 kPa (data from [17]): a the ea � q
relationship, b the effective stress path
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